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Introduction
By collecting from other countries, the individual may possibly enrich himself, but can never give immortality to his name for patronage, or the country in which he lives the honour of having cherished the fine arts. The encouragement, therefore, extended to a single living artist . . . is a higher proof of true patriotic ardour. However, his rapid social rise stalled in 1804, after he was found guilty of electoral malpractice and handed a nine-month prison sentence. Following his release, he endeavoured to rebuild his reputation but, less than two years later, he was in trouble again, facing accusations of serious financial fraud. It was during this tumultuous passage in his life that he created his gallery of history paintings.
Davison's project has been largely overlooked by modern scholars, except for a brief analysis by Holger Hoock, who examines the gallery in the context of broader trends in private collecting. 10 As Hoock observes, the acquisition of foreign Old Masters was widely regarded in eighteenth-century Britain as the most prestigious form of art collecting. In the early nineteenth century, however, increasing numbers of wealthy individuals, including the politician Samuel Whitbread II and the landowner Sir John Leicester, began assembling collections dominated by the work of living British artists. 11 Hoock terms this practice "collecting British", although the behaviours involved might be more accurately described as "patronage" or "sponsorship". 12 Citing Davison's gallery as an example, he suggests that "collecting British" functioned as "a form of conspicuous cultural patriotism." 13 This assessment is supported by the above excerpt from West's letter to Davison, in which the painter casts aspersions on the "patriotic ardour" of those who purchase pictures "from foreign countries" compared to those who patronize native artists. West also suggests that the latter practice could "give immortality to [the patron 's] name", according with Hoock's conclusion that collectors who invested in "the cultural cachet and patriotic prestige that came with sponsoring British artists" often did so in order to "legitimise [their] private agendas".
14 Building on this scholarship, I will argue that Davison's gallery was designed to serve a particularly ambitious private agenda as the merchant sought to enhance his social status and to repair his damaged name.
Among patrons of this period, Davison was highly unusual in choosing to commission history paintings. Although several early nineteenth-century commentators exhorted private patrons to commission such pictures, their pleas went largely unheeded. 15 Defined by the representation on a large scale of narrative subjects, typically historical, mythological, literary, or biblical in character, history painting was presented in academic theory as the pinnacle of artistic achievement. It was traditionally viewed as a publicly oriented genre, the imagery, patronage, and display of which were supposed, ideally, to promote public good over private interest. Given the prestige attached to the genre, many British artists and theorists were eager to see it thrive in their own country. Yet a lack of patronage from the state and the church-the public institutions which supported the flourishing schools of history painting on the Continent-worked against the realization of this goal. From charitable donations to the Foundling Hospital to entrepreneurial soloshows, the eighteenth century witnessed various attempts to find alternative patrons, display spaces, and audiences for history painting in Britain. Blurring the boundaries between public and private, these efforts generated widespread debate about whose interests the genre might legitimately serve. The same questions continue to preoccupy scholars today. 16 In Louise Lippincott's words, "the principal questions then and now were and are: who would support history painting in eighteenth-century Britain, why would they do it, and how?"
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To these three questions-who, why, and how-I would add a fourth: where? Davison's gallery needs to be understood in relation to the cultural geography of early nineteenth-century London, which provided crucial precedents for the display. The gallery space itself is another "where" that must be considered. Davison did not exert complete control over the room, instead allowing his agent, Valentine Green, and his painters to make their own decisions concerning the subject matter and display of the artworks. Yet the collection remained tied to the patron's reputation and perceptions of the gallery shifted in line with changes in his status. Investigating what was at stake for the merchant in this grand but ultimately ill-fated endeavour provides a unique insight into the functions that history painting could serve at a time when the patronage of the genre raised more questions than answers. Davison's gallery can be read as a response to contemporary opinions regarding the ambitions and misfortunes of Boydell and Bowyer. In his Rhymes on Art (1805), the painter Martin Archer Shee outlined two commonly held but starkly opposed views of the Shakespeare Gallery. Some observers, he wrote, considered the project to be "a vast commercial speculation", which had encouraged the "advancement of the arts" in order to derive "profits". Others viewed it as "a plan originating in the patriotic ambition of a man, [who was] . . . raised above the temptation of interest" and "determined to risk the accumulations of his life" in support of British art. 49 The latter viewpoint echoed the promotional rhetoric that Boydell and
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Bowyer had employed when launching their projects. Both publishers had claimed to be pioneers working to "establish an English School of Historical Painting," a genre which had "[hitherto] been almost unknown" in Britain due to a want of "adequate encouragement". 50 In this way, they presented their actions as a generous service to the nation, disguising the fact that they were divorcing history painting from its traditional role as an instrument of public moral instruction and redeploying the genre in pursuit of private financial gain. Seen according to this viewpoint, the relationship between Boydell, Bowyer, and Davison could be construed as one of continuity. Although men of commerce, the publishers had acted in a manner removed from narrow self-interest; at their downfall, Davison, another man with a mercantile background, had taken over their patriotic mission of cultivating "an English School of Historical Painting".
Equally, Davison could claim that his gallery was superior to the schemes of Boydell and Bowyer because it was not driven by commercial imperatives. The publishers' commercialism could be viewed positively: Boydell had been hailed as a "commercial Maecenas" and had highlighted "the advantage of promoting the Arts, in a commercial point of view", suggesting that his project would benefit the British economy, as well as the nation's art.
51
However, the financial collapses of his and Bowyer's galleries prompted a pessimistic reassessment of the value of commerce as a means to support the arts. 52 Shee, for instance, declared that "the arts treated commercially .
. . never can flourish". 53 He argued that art could only be properly supported by government funding or by private patronage from "men of rank", who were elevated above the "wants and caprices" of the market. 54 Prince Hoare, the Royal Academy's Secretary of Foreign Correspondence, echoed these sentiments, suggesting in 1806 that, following the Historic Gallery's failure, it was time for a "patron in a higher station of life" to become "the this space, visitors proceeded into the dining room, entering through a door in the north wall. There were windows on the south wall, opposite the entrance, and the nine history paintings were divided equally between the other walls, as detailed in a list at the beginning of the Descriptive Catalogue, which also gives the works' dimensions. The pictures are numbered in the catalogue "in the order in which they are arranged", starting with James Northcote's painting "on the left hand of the door" and proceeding in a clockwise direction around the walls. 67 Printed only for "private distribution", the catalogue may have been intended for perusal within the space, guiding visitors' movement around the room. 68 Now that the gallery no longer exists, it is a vital source of information about the display.
Catalogues were a common part of the apparatus of artistic display in the early nineteenth century. They were produced for commercial galleries, private collections, and temporary exhibitions, including those at the Royal Academy. In most cases, however, they gave only the title of each work, the name of the artist, and occasionally a quotation from a relevant text. Depicting himself as Babington's portraitist (the figure holding the painting), Devis selected this subject, according to his friend John Landseer, because it offered an "adroit" solution to Davison's instruction that "each Artist should introduce his own Portrait" in his picture, allowing the painter to represent himself as an artist.
90
Whatever specific reasons each artist had for selecting his subject, there are some recurring themes among their choices. All eight painters depicted scenes from the Medieval or Tudor period featuring royal or noble protagonists. This is consistent with the historicist interest in the knightly and courtly culture of the Middle Ages that became an increasingly prominent feature of British culture during this period. 91 Other common themes can also be discerned. A number of these are explored by Holger Hoock and summed up in his description of the display as a "gallery of scenes of virtuous royal, civic, and military leadership and English dynastic history."
92
One particularly intriguing aspect of the gallery is the preponderance of scenes centred upon female royalty, of which there were five. Two of these subjects-the marriage of Margaret Tudor and Elizabeth I saved from Babington's plot-depicted moments of dynastic growth and personal survival. By contrast, the other three represented royal women in distress: Elizabeth Woodville forced to surrender her children; Lady Jane Grey pressured into accepting the crown; and Mary, Queen of Scots, fleeing from defeat. In the gallery, these three subjects were displayed together on the east wall. Opposite, on the west wall, hung the Elizabeth painting while the Tudor marriage scene was on the north wall. This arrangement invited viewers to compare and contrast different historical models of femininity. In eighteenth-century histories, Woodville, Grey, and the Queen of Scots were seen to exemplify "the proper ornaments of [their] sex", such as beauty and tenderness, and the vulnerability associated with these "ornaments", which caused them to be led astray by "treacherous counsel" and doomed their attempts to occupy positions of power. 93 By contrast, Elizabeth I was presented as a successful monarch because, it was claimed, she lacked "those amiable weaknesses by which her sex is distinguished", possessing instead the masculine qualities of "vigour", "magnanimity", and "heroism". 94 This imagined contrast between feminine weakness and masculine strength was writ large upon the walls of Davison's gallery, where the tribulations of Woodville, Grey, and the Queen of Scots were juxtaposed with Elizabeth's triumph over Babington. Positioned in between these two extremes, Northcote's representation of Margaret Tudor "modestly presenting her hand to the King of Scotland" and, in so doing, bringing about "peace and amity" between the warring nations of England and Scotland offered an ideal model for the union of masculinity and femininity through the institution of marriage. 95 The emphasis in the gallery upon female roles raises the possibility that women formed part of the intended audience. When the newspapers reported upon Davison's "grand dinners", the attendees mentioned by name were generally male. However, the merchant's wife, Harriett, is recorded as playing an active role in hosting these "fashionable parties", suggesting that women were also present upon these occasions.
96
The grouping of three similar subjects on the east wall prompts further questions about how the subjects were chosen. As the dimensions given in the catalogue show, the canvases were different sizes. This was apparently done to enable specific paintings to fit specific spaces, such as above the door, and to create symmetry on each wall. 78 The arrangement must therefore have been worked out before the artists started painting. One possibility is that the painters selected their subjects independently and the hang was designed around their choices. Yet it is also possible that the selection of subjects and the placement of the works evolved in tandem, through a process of consultation and coordination between the various artists, Green, and Davison.
Exemplary Patronage
Although the choice of subjects for the gallery may have resulted from a collaborative effort, the catalogue entries are self-contained texts, each artist discussing only his own painting. This presents the gallery to the reader as a series of independent artistic efforts. In the late eighteenth century, independence, together with originality and freedom, was heralded as one of the distinguishing features of British art, echoing an older ideal of 99 It was a speculative production, the artist seeking to make his profit through a one-picture exhibition and print sales. He also hoped to sell the painting but failed to find a buyer. It remained unsold for more than two decades until, facing mounting debts, he resolved to dispose of the work by lottery. Tickets were priced at one hundred guineas each, one twentieth of his original asking price for the painting, and the draw was held on 27 June 1806. 100 Emerging as the winner, Davison resolved to install the picture in his nascent gallery of history paintings. Divided into two sections and featuring a description of the composition, the entry for Chatham in the Descriptive Catalogue is similar to the other catalogue essays but appears to have been written by someone other than the artist, probably Green. It does not describe how Davison came to possess the picture, perhaps because revealing the method of acquisition-at a bargain price, through a lucky gamble-risked undermining the munificent self-image that the patron sought to project. Glossing over the painting's past, the entry hails the work as evidence of "present high state of national talent in this first walk of the graphic Muse [history painting]" and issues a rallying cry for future patronage: the picture is said to call "most imperiously and persuasively" on "the patriotism and the liberality of the affluent, to enrich their country and posterity with similar examples of excellence in art." 101 This statement functions as an implicit tribute to
Davison, framing his commissions as proof of his exemplary "patriotism" and "liberality".
Extolling the virtues of the merchant's patronage, the artists' letters printed in the second half of the catalogue reinforce this message. Northcote refers to Davison's commissions as "such singular proofs of your truly liberal character", while Tresham asserts that the patron "will be awarded the rich harvest of public applause for his patriotic munificence". 102 This obsequious language is conventional for such letters: it was expected that artists would respond to offers of employment with grateful blandishments. 103 However,
Davison was alone among patrons of the time in publishing the flattering missives that he received from his artists. In so doing, he relayed their testimony concerning his importance to British art to the influential individuals with whom he shared his catalogue, presumably hoping that it would enhance his reputation in wider society.
Davison himself has the last word in the Description Catalogue. The concluding text is a letter that he sent to Green upon the gallery's completion, in which he writes, I trust [the paintings] will leave it no longer doubtful whether the productions of our own country deserve the patronage of the great and the affluent . . . May this example have the full effect it was meant by me to produce! 104 Like the rest of the catalogue, these comments advance his effort to achieve self-advancement under the aegis of patriotism. Presenting himself as a champion of British art and a model for his powerful friends to follow, the merchant simultaneously asserted his willingness to serve the cultural interests of the nation and his status, despite his lowly origins and criminal record, as an exemplary member of "the great and the affluent".
Downfall
In his gallery, Davison sought to create the perfect stage for self-promotion but, before it was even complete, his ability to play the part of the munificent patron upon this stage suffered a crushing blow. In January 1807, the Parliamentary Commissioners of Military Enquiry published a report highlighting major financial irregularities in his military supply contracts.
105
Accused of embezzling thousands of pounds from the government, he was put on trial in December 1808. Three months later, he was convicted and sentenced to twenty-one months in prison, his second prison term in five years.
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After Davison's dishonest dealings came to light, satirists and political commentators assaulted the claims to respectability and liberality upon which he had staked his reputation. As one newspaper quipped, "Col. Davison", the supposedly patriotic commander of the Loyal Britons volunteers, deserved to be rechristened "Coal Davison", a soubriquet that referred to his blackened name and to his abuse of his contract to supply the Army with coal. 107 Davison's coal fraud was the subject of a scathing satirical print titled The Coal Contractor, or a New Way of Supplying Government Wholesale by the Bushel (Fig. 7) . Dorothy George attributes this caricature to the engraver Charles Williams and his publisher Samuel Fores but the print itself states only that it was published "by an Honest Scotch 112 Meanwhile, Cobbett's Weekly Political Register argued that the claims of "the Davison Gallery!!" to "liberality" and "public-spirit" were belied by its "enormous price", which revealed the patron's greed.
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Together with The Coal Contractor, these comments highlight the gamble that Davison had taken in attempting to exploit history painting for personal gain. The effectiveness of his scheme hinged upon his patronage being perceived as genuinely patriotic, an image that the exposure of his corruption compromised his ability to maintain.
Magna Charta
Despite his distress, Davison did not give up on the idea of using his paintings to his advantage. It is a testament to how well he had positioned his project to speak to the art world's anxieties concerning the patronage of history painting that his gallery continued to attract praise in spite of his disgrace. A particularly powerful tribute appeared in the second issue of the Annals of the Fine Arts, a periodical launched by the architect James Elmes in 1816. 114 Elmes dedicated the first instalment in a series of "Descriptive and
Critical Catalogues of the Most Splendid Collections of Works of Art in Great Britain" to Davison's gallery, arguing that it most fully embodied the ideal of patriotic patronage: it contained, he noted, "nothing but works of native artists; all but one of which . . . were commissions from that liberal patron of his countrymen." 115 Elmes's account of the gallery quotes extensively from the Descriptive Catalogue and comments on the arrangement of the pictures in the room, indicating that he had been granted access to the gallery.
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This suggests that Davison supported the production of the article and remained committed to publicizing his patronage. two paintings, both of which represent peers of the realm acting as statesmen, albeit in different historical eras. The new painting reprised the focus upon the Medieval period that characterized the first set of paintings commissioned by Davison. 124 In other ways, however, Magna Charta stood apart from the patron's earlier commissions. Whereas they included only a single contemporary likeness-the self-portrait of the artist-it was crammed with present-day portraits. A key was produced to identify the depicted individuals (Fig. 9) (Fig. 4, Fig. 10 Held on 27 June 1806, the lottery was an attempt by Copley to unload a work that he had been attempting unsuccessfully to sell for the last twenty-five years. 
